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Cherished: A BSDM Yaoi Romance
(Innocent Pet Book 2)

Eros Island is a place where nothing is off limits, no kink is too taboo and anything you want, can be
had for a priceâ€¦ even a young manâ€™s innocence.Through a series of misfortunes and tragedies,
Chiaki finds himself on the auction block at Eros. His virginity is to be sold to the highest bidder. For
reasons even Rokuda himself does not understand, the moment he sees the innocent pet, he
knows that he must have him, no matter the cost. The billionaire bids to win, and win he does. But
the value of what he has bought, is something he has yet to discover.Come with Chiaki now, on his
journey from Owned to Cherished, in the passionate conclusion of this two-part BDSM tale of love,
sex and power.~31,000 words
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This story only gets better from the first book. I love the details of how their relationship grows. I
honestly would have loved more details and a longer story but that's just me. If it was up to me I'd
request 1000 more pages of this. Amelita as usual delivers and I am left wanting more.

This was so nicely long. I had no stress about this cutting it short :) or being just a tasty morsel. This
had a heavy emphasis of love. I wonder if bdsm pairs ever have those moments of utter boredom.

Lol! This had a very black-white setting but while usually it annoys me to see it so, here I felt it fit the
story well. I mean usually I want to see behind the scenes, other point of views etc but the tone of
this story was as hooking as its genre.I felt the other pair were a bit forced in their happiness but
everyone does have a right to it.I don't much care for sequels but this would've been a very long
story with first part included. If I ever had to choose, I'd still pick this second one. Firstly cause I felt
this had more of the story and of course the ending. The first had the history and many sweet things
as this second had passion and things settling down.

This is as good if not better than the first book, Innocence, mainly because of the awesome ending.
Once again Amelita has outdone herself with romance, character depth, writing style and extreme
hotness. The Omake was my favorite scene. So emotional and steamy. If I could give it 10 stars I
would. Fantastic!!!!! Another winner!!! Great job Amelita

The time of waiting was worth it. The second part of the story is so much fun to read, even if there
are some angst chapters included. But the progress made in the binding between Dom and sub is
gourgous and described with so much feeling...it's just wonderful, to read. And even, if this was a
very long story...in the end I felt, I can't have enough of it *grins*. Yeah, sometimes I'm very selfish
and I take what I can get ;-)I really hope, sweet, crazy Amelita will write some more of these intensiv
BDSM-stuff! I'm all in for that.Really, everybody who is into BDSM should read this, you can't make
a mistake when you're living or want to live in a healthy relationship. If you won't read...you have to
blame yourself!

I liked both books, 1 and 2.. Well written and interesting..sexy and romantic. Because I find BSDM
difficult, the ending was hard for me. SPOILER, don't read if you don't want to know. I would have
preferred no cuffs for one thing and less whipping at the end. But that is me and admittedly , this
book has BSDM in the title, haha, so what are you gonna do.. Still, it was a happy ending with
passion and sweetness.. I loved the swim in the ocean, that was so awesome.. I was right there with
them.. :)

I absolutely loved this. There are only two people who have made me truly enjoy reading BDSM and
Amelita is one of those two. This was perfect beauty. There is pain, love, revenge, and complete
and perfect trust between the two and I was enthralled from the first word.

I adored this! A beautiful finish to the story. I love the emotions that were displayed by both
characters throughout, it really made you feel along with them. And of course the delicious smut
was a fantastic addition. It really highlighted just how BDSM style relationships can work and what
each person gets out of it.

This was a wonderful continuation of the first part in the story. The characters are well fleshed out
and the story tied everything together beautifully. It has a good sprinkle of angst and some darker
moments to make things interesting, with a good amount of smut.
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